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Blouin steps down as Writing Center director
By Lee Bey
Writing Center Direc!or Rose Blouin
said she will step down from her position at !he end of !he semester to devote
more time to teaching, writing and othe r
activities.
" lllere are things in my life !hat represent passions," Blouin said. ··one is
teaching, one is writing, !he other is
photography. And !he other is my children.

"I've done what I came here to do,"
she said . "Now it's time to do some
other things."
Blouin came to Columbia from Chicago State University in 1986 to handle
!he !hen-newly revised rutoring program following !he Writing/English
Department split !hat year.
"It's kind of sad leaving a program
!hat I designed- that I put in place," she
said. "There were a lot more things I

would like to have done, but can't
now."

The Writing Center, located on !he
Wabash building's seventh floor, uses
18 student tutors to aid the dozens of
students a week who come into !he center wi!h writing problems.
The center also offered writing seminars and workshops at Blouin's urging.

"I think Rose has done an extraordi-

nary job," Dr. Philip Klukoff, English
Department chairman said .
"She built a writing center up from
scratch and made it a vital part of the
college," he said. "!think the center is,
and should be, the very center of the in-

stitution.··
Blouin received a grant from the Chicago Council of Fine Arts last year to do
a photo documentary, shooting over 100

Financial
stress eased
with grants

Continued on Page 4

time.

" I've got o~er 3000 photos to sift
through," she said . "And I haven't
been able to complete the work because

Continued on Page 4

Employers
okay open
admission
By Kimberly Rachal
Columbia's open admissions policy
is not a factor when hiring graduates.

By Anne Marie Obiala
Applications for a gram providing an
extra $700 per year for tuition and related fees are being accepted by the financial aid office, Director of Financial
Aid John Olino said.
"This is !he second year of the project, and it's totally funded by the college," Olino said of !he Columbia College Assistance Grant. "There's no outside money, so it's a real investment
taken from !he college operating funds
and put back into students awards," he
said. " I think it's a significant move on
!he part of the college toward trying to
help students trying to meet !he costs of
education."
Applicants must be full-time students, have one semester completed at
Columbia with a minimum of six-credit
hours, be in good academic standing
and have a completed financial aid form
for the 1988-89 school year.
A Columbia Academic transcript,
1988-89 Pell Grant and supporting documents, and a completed 1988-89 Columbia College Financial Aid Assistance Grant application must be on file
by Sept 16.
Last yea~ $75,000 was allocated for
!he grants and Olino said !he demand
will be !he same this year, adding !here
is competition for !he limited money
awarded on a first come, first serve basis.
"The one thing students cannot do is
e ly on other people to finish this,"

rolls of film in Washington Park on the
city's South Side.
She plans to wott on assembling the
project in her newly-acquired spare

some employers say, but others main-

tain the school's less-than-selective policy is an issue.

"As long as they're qualified, that's
what counts," Debbie Liberty. human
resources coordinator at WMAQ radio
said.
Barbara King, director of personnel
at Bozell, Jacobs. Kenyon. & Eckhart
advertising finn, agreed.
.. l think they would be judged on
!heir own merit," King said. "There are
things even more important !han the educational side of a resume that arc taken
into consideration.''

Other employers say education is not
necessarily as important as hands-on
experience.

1988 grads enter next stage of life
Columbia graduates celebrate last June as years of academic study come to an end. For a look a t the class of 1988, see
the Special Graduation Extra.

" This industry is so specified, and
we' re in a large market wi!h a lot of
competition, experience is the most im-

portant thing we look at," Janet
Maldonado. who is in charge of hiring
at NBC Radio and Television said.

Cal State man chosen
for new post here
By Penny Mateck
Following a four month national
search, the Columbia College Board of
Trustees have hired an administrator
from California State University for a
newly created position here.

Dennis Lavery, chosen from a field
of nearly 70 applicants, has been appointed to serve as the college's Vice
President for Development and Public
Relations. a new office which consolidates the two present functions .
"His track record on paper was impressive and he seems to be someone

with real experience and vitality."' said
Executive Vice President Bert Gall.
Acconling to Gall, Lavery's main job
objccrive will be to r..tisc more money
for the institution in areas non-related to
tuition and to maximize the college's
name recognition.

Although Lavery will official ly l>eg in June I he has been in touch with the

school on a number of occasion~ and
has already visited the campus once.
'" It will enable us in Public Relation~

to hopefully be much more effective in
the corpordte and foundation community... said Public Relations Director
Connie Zonka.
Zonka added that while sl>e thinks tl>e

Continued on Page 4
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Area poses real handicap
Most students can easily step around this puddle, but for disabled students it
poses a problem. Is Columbia adequately equipped to accommodate its disabled students? For the answer see story on page 9.
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News Briefs
Public beaches now open
Tile Chicago Pari< District has opened most of its beaches, with a skeleton
lifeguard crew patroling limited areas at26 of3llakefront beaches.
So far, a not-so-hot spring has left water temperatures at a bitter cold 53
degrees, said general beach and pool supervisor Joseph Pecorarao.
While warm weather may attract sunbathers, don't expect many to venture
into the waters, at least fo' a while, Pecorarao said.

Comedian to headline Chicago lmprov
Comedian Paul Rodriguez will headline at the Chicago Improv, 504 N.
Wells. in eight perfom10nces beginning Wednesday, June 8, at 8:30 p.m.
through Sunday June 12.
Rodriguez is the second nationally known comic to appear at the club.
For more information, call 751 -2 121.

No smoking policy goes into effect at city parks
No smoking signs are going up at all Chicago Pari< District Facilities, effec·
tiveJune I.
" Tile issue is clean air. period." Dr. Carolyn Lopez, chief medical officer at
the Pari< District said .
Tile ordinance bands smoking in offices, lobbies, auditoriums, hallways,
stairways, elevators, restrooms, and medical facilities. unless otherwise des·
ignated.

Cat and Rat" gets the cheese

11

Student James Richardson took second place in the National Student Academy Award competition for his feature, "Cat and Rat."
Richardson, a ftlmivideo student, took the second award in the animation
category.
"It's great because we are competing with the largest and richest institutions
in America," said Film/Video dCJ13rtment chairman Anthony Loeb. " We' re
showing year after year that we are on their level."

Racial graffiti resurfaces in Wabash building
Graffiti that reads, " Nigger Notice" was discovered by two students in a
Wabash building elevator last week.
Tile writings, found in one of the building's front elevators, are~ second
of this type found in the building in the last two months.
Graffiti on a north stairwell near the eighth floor that read, "Rules Suck so
do Niggers" was discovered by students in Man:h.
"11lere will always be people who like to communicate at that level," Thlevisioo major Henry Murphy said. "It's just up to the school to remove it."

Pri~illa MacDougall to teach Law and Society
Priscilla Ruth MacDougall , a 20-year law veteran, will teach Law and Society in the college's Liberal Education Department ·this fall, according to Department chair Dr. Leslie Van Marter.
MacDougall worked for the Wisconsin Department of Justice as Assistant
Attorney General, and has been a litigato~ consultant, writer and speaker in
the area of the law of women's and children's names.

League hold auditions for minority singers and
dancers
Tbe Cross-Cultural Committee of the League ofChicago Tbeattes in coopemioo with Actors' Equity Association, will hold auditions for black, Hispanic, Asian and Native American actors, singers and dancers oo Saturday,
June 4, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. in the Tbeatre Building, 1225 W. Bel·
mont.

Tbe auditions are pan of the Chicago theatre community's ongoing commit·
mentto increase awareness of Chicago talent.
Tbe auditions are open to both Equity and non-Equity actors, and those who
audition have a choice of presenting a monologue, a song, a dance routine, or
any combinations of those options, within a five-minute time limit.
Directors from both Equity and non-Equity theattes will be in attendance.
For more information, call 977-1730.

Career Opportunities

Students to complete projects
with Weismqn scholarship
By-Anne Marie Obiala
Tile prestigious Weisman Scholar-

ship was recently awarded to 17 Columbia students to complete projects they
have begun.
The scholarship, named for the late
Alben Weisman , a teacher and trustee at
Columbia, provides financial help and
suppon to students to complete projects
1
currently being developed.
The scholarship awards a maximum
of $1000 or 50% of the cost of the project, which ever comes first. Each win·
ner is appointed a monitor who helps
provide needed equipment, guidance
and contacts to other people who could
help the student complete the project.
Monitors are members of a scholar·
ship subcommittee of Chicago Communications, the organization that
maintains th~ scholarship and its funds.
"The real value is the networking and
the contacts [the students] can make
which will be essential when they graduate," Teresa Poling of the Public Relations Department said.
Poling is amonitor for two winners.
Tony Weisman, son of Alben Weisman and Chairman of the Scholarship
Committee, said his father's rrlend met
for a luncheon at the Hyatt Regency after his father's death more than 13 years
ago. Tile scholarship "spontaneously
bloomed" from the money raised from
friends in his father's memory, Weisman
said.

Weisman added he recently received
letters from two scholarship winners
thanking the committee for the money
and the vote of confidence.
Tile scholarships are known as presti·
gious in the Columbia College community and beyood. Students even indicate
oo their resumc!s they are Weisman
Sc~. " said Weisman.

"He had a passion for students as a
friend and teacbe~" Weisman said of
his fathe~ thus the scholarships were
created at Columbia.
Tbe purpose of the schol;u'ships is
"to tietp Stu&dts'.:O'nWiet~ projects mey
might not otherwise complete,;, Weisman continued.

He added that he's grateful for aU the
suppon from the college and faculty
and, in return he thinks the scholarshi~
and the winners give a lot back to Columbia.
" I think we'nevcry fortunate to have·
such a resource," Roger Griffm m
said. He was "delighted" to hear be

DIAL-A-POEM APPLICATIONS available for local poets. Sponsored by the
Chicago Office of Fine An.• . selected poets will present 2'h minutes of material
oo recorded message. You must reside in Chicago, be willing to submit (2) type·
written pages of original poetry and fill out application. Call 744-8943 for details.
ILLINOIS DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND COMMUNITY AFFAJRS/Com·
munity Block Gmnt Scholarship program. College, propriety, vocational and
business school students in good standing are eligible to apply by JUNE 30, 1988.
See Hazel Hosmer in Financial Aid Dept. for applications.
(77te above information luu been provided by the Office of Career Services. For
fun her details concerning internships wuJ opponunitie•. contoct Monica Weber
Gray/en in the Career Serviu s office, Room 607, main building.I

"In the best of all worlds everyone
would have gotten every cent they
asked for, " but there wasn't enough
money available so there was only one
$1000 winner, he said. There were 49
applicants.

won a Weisman scholarship fo~ his ftlm
" Alice's Wonderland."
" Film is such an expensive endeavor
that any financial resource is really""
helpful," Griffm said.
'
His falm began as a class project.
When it's completed, be hopes to use it
as a resume piece.
Carolyn Hill won a scholanhip f!l'
"No More Angels, " a fiClioo ftlm tblt
she hopes will belp people become
committed to human rights.
"You have to have confidence to begin to do things," she said. When you

have that confidence, then it's going to
be reflected in your work."
She's grateful the college has such a ·
scholarship opportunity.
"Tbere's so few places artists can
tum to for suppon, especially for stu'- .
dents," Hill said, adding she hopes the
· f"~m will make people want to be a put
of Amnesty International, a humaD
rights organization.

Chronicle gains new advisor
consume~

will be considered pan-time
faculty. "But I will be very accessible,"
With the coming of the new y~ stu· he said.
dents can look forward to seeing a new
Changes will also be made in the reand hopefully improved version of the
quirements for reporters and freelancers
Columbia Chronicle.
Ken Smikle has been hired as the new working with the paper. Nat Lehnnan,
faculty adviso~ taking the place of Les chairman of the Journalism DepMt·
Brownlee, who will be developing syl- ment, says he would like to have more
labi and standardizing the curriculum of freelancers from each department along
the News Reponing I and n classes as with a core of staff writers. That way
people who want to write, but only have
well as teaching.
"My goal is to help create an envi- the knowledge of their specific field
ronment to help people do what they are have the opportunity, he said.
already doing, better," Smikle said.
Students wanting to freelance for the
Smikle, publisher of Target Market Chronicle should contact the JournalNew< 3 trade publication for the black

By Victoria Pierce

ism Department for evaluation ol their
skills.
Tbe newspaper credits will al.lo vary
next fall. lnslead of being required 10
enroll for the full six credits sludeall
IJ18Y enroU from ' two (repol1er) to six
(fully involved reporte~ writers aDd editors). Some of the top positions on the
paper be said.

" Next year's Chronicle will be a uuly
audience related Publication," ·t.eh..
man said, "I think the school and the
environment of the .
1 are rich and
fascinating and we can have a lot of fun
relating these things to the Sllldeol."

LEO'S METROPOUTAN FLORIST

3rd Annual THEODORE WARD PRIZE FOR PLAYWRITING established
to identify new, promising African-American plays. Send typed, bound, «-1.yrited manuscript with personal brief resume, shon synopsis, script history including
info regarding prior productions or readings. SASE to Mr. Steve Long, COLUM·
BIA COLLEGE, Theater/Music Center, 72 E. lith Street, Chicago,IL60605.
INTERNSffiPS: WALKERS POINT CENTER FOR THE ARTS; Milwaukee, WI. Summer '88 intern to assist exhibitions, special events , PR, fundraising, proposal development etc. Min 8hrs week/Flex scheduling. Contact Jane
Brite, Curator, WALKERS POINT CENTER FOR THE ARTS , 438 W. National
St., Milwaukee, WI 53204 or call (301) 962-8565.

· a.-..Tony Weisman Oeft) and student Jim Richardson, a recipient oltbe Wdsmlm
Scholarship, appear at a luncheon last Novembec.

Flowers for all occasions

40 7 EAST 71 st STREET

801 DompotttS<.
( 0h blk. ...... oi

St. •e rrackt)
E""""on • 475-8665

Demptt~r

Open Thunday nJFca 'ril 8.

723-6579
723-7499
Credit Cords Accepted
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Racial tensions evoke stiff penalties on campuses
(CPS)-The anti-racism p!'Oiests that
have closed up buildings, attracted police, provoked s uspensions and s it-ins
and generally rocked dozens of campuses in recent months, are, in fact;
forcing Ame rican colleges to e nforce
racial harassment school laws, activist
and observers now say.
Scores of schools have adopted
tougher penalties fo r students who engage in racist behavior.
Other have adopted more aggressive
programs to recruit more minority students and faculty members, and the efforts are staning to pay off.
The University of Georgia , for example, on April 28 proudly announced it
had recruited 15 new black teachers.
At the same time, a Brandeis Univers ity poll of 13 peer schools found minority s!Udent applications for the fall ,
1988, te rm were more numerous than
ever.
"Protests, " Dr. Delores A . Austin of
the University of California at Santa
Barbara said, " have placed these issues
at the to p of the agenda instead of at the
bottom or middle."

"The c ha nges that have come
about," Barbara Ransby, a grad student
and anti-racism activist at the University of Michigan said , "are a direct
result of srudent efforts."
Ransby remains cautious, however.
" We tend to be skeptical about broad
public relations stateme nts by administrators. " she said. " Our focus is on
results, not promises."
Protests against campus racism have
occurred a t the universities of Massachusetts , Vermont, Mic higan, California-Berkeley, Iowa and at Danmouth
College, Penn State, Hampshire College, Williams College ~nd scores of
schools in recent months.

r=::::::::::::::::::::::::l

Heart
Answers
f-...311L.....I

Hypercholesterolemi

Hypercholesterolemia is a
condition in which too much
cholesterol, a fatty wax-like
substance, is ·circulating in
the blood. Cholesterol is
manufactured by the body,
and comes from animal
substances, such as meat,
egg yolks and whole milk
dairy products. When the
amount of cholesterol
becomes excessive, it is.
deposited on or in the lining
of the arteries with other fatty
substances. Over a period of
years, the lining of the
arteries becomes thicker and
harder, and the channel
through which the blood
flows is narrowed. When an
artery which supplies the
heart with oxygenated blood
closes off, a heart attack
results.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR

Protests fOcus on reform
In response, many schools announced broad new programs to solve
racial problems.

Notre Dame, for one, established a
Even relatively new insults continue
$ 12 million plan to increase its under- ' to feste r.
graduate minority population from II
In mid-April, a group of University
percent to 15 percent by 1992.
of Illinois fraternity members traveled
Nonh Carolina State pledged to hire to the Unjversity of Wisconsin, where
more black faculty members and ex- they broke into an Afro-American Studpand its African-American Studies cur- ies class and threatened a black student
riculum. The University of Colorado a nd orofe.<Snr.
began worl<ing with its black students to
funher increase black enrollment. The
University of Nebraska appointed an
11 -member commission to investigate
the school's problem in recruiting minorities.
While Ransby says those effons may
be since re, she calls them "concess ions '' to minority demands, not ·•independent innovations.''
"It's understanda ble to be skeptical,"
Meyer Weinberg, a University of Massachusetts education professor who has

Solomon As hby of UW's Black Student Union is still waiting for administrators to respond .
" Minority students arc being attacked from the outside," he said. " We
have to fend for ourselves. The univers ity, in the deliberateness of its investigation, is passing out the wrong message to students." •
"The process of university dec ision
making is too slow," Austin agreed.
For minority students who have succeeded in getting racism seen as a prioricy, there's no turning back .
·

Ransby concurred tha t "a very imponant aspect of the protests is that the
students involved are not the rabble
rousers the administration may ponray
them to be. It 's usually the most serious
stude nts who are panicipating in demonstrations. They're learning about society, law. about how the campus
works ."

" It's opened up communication with
white students," said Ivan Davis, an
Emory University student who organized rallies in suppon of a black professor de nied tenure a t the university. "
For some whites it's been an eye-opening experience."

Such knowledge. she added. will
help them play a bigger role i~ future
c ivil rights effons, and probably spark

But Penn State officials-who called
in police to arrest 89 students at a n early
April rally for more minority teachers
on campus-said the demo nstration

more campus anti-racism efforts now.

hun their efforts to attract more minorities to the school.

"There's been some talk about a
growing student moveme nt," Ransby
said. " I believe it's in its e mbryonic
stages now. We can expect to see a lot
more ofth is."
Many educators say they welcome

the new sense of empowennent.
When minority students c harged a recent New Jersey Department of Higher

Education conference on campus racial

" The timing couldn't be worse,"
said Scott Healy. director of admissions. " Whe n you show a student being
esconed out of a building in handcuffs,

it isn't a posirive image of education."
Austin, however. says the minorities

she'~ interviewed all pla n to stay in
school- and tell other minorities to attend UCSB- in pan because they feel
they ' re forc ing some c ha nges.

tensions was little more than a public
relations move, state C hancellor T
They're similarly hean ened by
Ranby's University of Michigan, he
Edward Hollander- who initially tried schools' willingness to respond to
said , failed to reach a coon-mandated
to stop the stude nts from speakingthem. "At least here, we're worl<ing on
goal of five percent black e nrollment
The UMass protests, Wein"m resaid , ''I've waited 10 years for students it," she said . " Colleges are doing a lot
last fall , despite repeated vows to do so. poned •. have been "a very poweM;l into show that kind of interest."
to convince minorities that they know
nuence among black ·students. Their
Activists add the nationwide racial they're nO! perfect, but they want the m
" The university hasn' t paid off," he
morale is very high right now. They
said .
turmoil has changed many white class- on campus to help with the problem."
were able to pull their protest off."
mates.too.
When minority students occupied a
Mass building in February to call for
stiffer penalties for white students who
attacked a black student, Weinberg
noted, there was "a long history of
It's been two years now a nd the pleasure continues . . .
complaints to administrators left unanThe quality of the Chronicle staff speaks eloquently about the Columbia product. There's no doubt that
swered."
Penny, Lee, Vickie and you other seniors are well prepared to successfully join the Great American Work
The sit-in, he said, forced the adminForce .
istration to e xamine the minority stuHaving squeaked by our Sophomqre year, we're looking forward e nthusiastically to sha ring Junior status
.dents' complaints immediately.
with the Chronicie. ..
.

studies campus racism, said.

Want

Good Luck, Happy Job Hunting, Go with God and please keep in touch.
George, Joanne and t he Crew at CFS.

<l!a.'tidy?

Classifieds

Earn top pay between
auditions
Want short term or
long term jobs? We have them! ·
Want jobs that build
your resumeWe have them!
Want jobs that build
your skillsWe have them!
Want physical jobs to
build your body We have them!
Quality Summer
Positions + Year
Round Jobs available
in top office, business
and industrial firms.

'vOJR Ll FE

American Heart
Association

" It called the public's attention to the
history of this relationship," Weinberg
said .

While Austin found many whites
who said they resented minority students' complaining, many have come to
understand minority students· problems
for the fi~ttime.

Call Michael or Paula
303-5550
Sterling-Grant & Word
Processing Temps

Babys itter/housekeeper Mon .-Fri .
2 :30-6;00 p.m. all. year around
$4.00/hour for 2 girls (ages 7 and
11) great kids, great family, great
neighborhood (DePaul area) duties
include ; playing with kids, helping
. with homework, shuttleing around ,
(must drive but ear is provided) grocery sho pping, tidying up house.
Must have excellent references. Call
929-5893 or 248~566
Full-time
Receptionist/Secretary
position open with well-established
commercial film production company. We offer an excellent introduction to the industry. In return you
must provide strong secretarial
skills , impeccable typing and effective phone ability. Responsible for
smooth handling of all office duties.
Frequent client contact. Serve as
primary lia ison for office.
Call Mary Pat at664-1845 .

For all your insurance needs your
STATE FARM agent is the one to·
call:
Russ Spinell, Dearborn Station. 47
W. Polk, 939-501 1

For Sale - 1980 red Pontiac
Sunbi rd extremely dependable
- Must sell. Best offer. Call
Susan at 966-8224 .

Sid,
You arc a craaaazyman. I don' t
know where I would be today witho ut you. Probably in a gutter somewhere with a Corona. Thanks for
letting me be your shadow, Action
Jackson. Hey, Hey, Hey,-that's all I
got to say. (p.s. you 're the greatest)
Frie nds Foreve r- The Polish Prin- ·
cess

Looking for a CAREER in the
Chicago Metropolitan Area?
Full and Part-Time R etail Help
GET "THE LISI'"!!
" THE LISI'" is a current, precise
listing of researched and surveyed
personnel contacts, phone numbers,
addresses and pen ine nt company information on 250 of the strongest

corporations in the area .
To Lula, Dec, C laudette, Charles,
C huck. Christopher, Cherise, and
He nry, Grandmother and Geneva:
Thanks for standing behind me
when other dido ' t and for telling me
I could whe n others said I couldn't.
You mean the world to me and more.
I w ish Daddy could see me now.
Chip

"THE LJSI'" is a practical, informative, and proven job search tool for
the career minded individual!

Send $25 and return address to:
Uoyd 's ofNaperville, Inc.
80I E. Ogden Avenue
Box 1064
Naperville, IL 60566
Mobile D.J . Service

Thanks to everyone for making my
first year at Columbia so special, especially Jeff (Shaggy), Ken (Tyrone). Ron (Jake) and Scott
(Scoote r). Love, Tricia (Patzy)

Affordable 3/4 inc h. A/ B roll editing with TBC , switche r. c hyron. still
fmmecapability. and audio sweetening. $25.00 per hour. $40.00 per
hour with editor. 3/4 inc h and 112
inch duplication also available. For
more information contact Crystal
Productions, 3 12-841 -2622.

$40 and up video extras

Bobby Lay
378-12 17
Woodrow Grove r
574-3077
Video Xtrn D.J. Service

FEMALE MODELS WANTED.
E ARN$300
Pose nude or topless for college calendar. Mail any two photos to
COED CA LENDAR. P.O. BOX
434m. DeKalb. ll. 60 11 5 . 1988cal·
endars available by mail for $9.95.
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Proposed marina offers a
rescue to waiting boaters
By Letricia Riley
"A tremendous demand for a place to ·
put boats" has presented the need to
pursue plans of building a 500-slip marina in the Monroe Harbor turning basin, the director of Marine and Harbor
operations, said.
"[This project] should have been
done years ago," Director Robert Nelson said.
Approved by the Chicago Pari<
Board, the estimated $1 1 million marina renovation will be of no cost to the
tax payers.
'"The new marina will be funded by
revenue bonds paid by slip rentals,"
Nelson added.
1be project was begun when the need
for more slips arose through the marina's waiting lisi.
"There are [appro'ljmately)500 peo- ·
pie on the waiting list for slip rentals,
Nelson added.

Employers
okay open
admission
Continued From Page 1
Maldonado, like some administrators and srudents, said she believes that
it is not important how a srudent gets
into the school, but what they accomplish once they get there.
Ken Stevenson, director of admissions said that most employers are not
even aware of what an open admissions
policy is. However the reason the policy
was established when Columbia opened
was to offer aU srudents an opportunity
to attend college, he said.
"Employment is based on individual
interviews, skill and ability, and
whether a srudent \¥OS accepted four
years prior to an open admission institution or a very competitive institution is
moot," Stevenson said.
Granted, Columbia is not an Ivy
League school, Stevenson continued,
"but in terms of television and mm and
the majors we offe~ the school is highly
respected with regard to job placement."
Although the school allows any student who applies to attend, that does not

With the Chicago River on the north
and Randolph Street on the south, just
east of Lake Shore Drive, the "mnd. em" facility would deplete the marina's
waiting list, according to Nelson .
Nelson explained the addition of new
slips would increase the total number by
60 percent (from 940 to 1540, according to a press release issued by the Chicago Pari< District).
Fifty to 75 slips would be set aside for
OUt-<>f-town visiting boaters.
Nelson adds that the plaqs include
shower, rest room and comfort station
facilities on the docks and a renovated
Coast Guard station.
The design plans also include floating boat slips equipped with electric,
water, telephone and cable TV service.
Single-access points for security and ice
prevention machines allowing for inwater storage during the winter seasons
will also be added.

1be station located at the northeast
comer of the basin will become the hub
of the marina which will be renovated
into a multi-use facility that will house
an indoor-<>Utdoor patio restaurant, a
ship's chandlery, boat repair shop, marine police headquarters and harbormaster offices.
But, before construction can begin,
"the State oflllinois, Metropolitan Sanitation District (MSD), U.S. government,
Environmental
Protection
Agency (EPA), the Department of Water Resources and the City Planning Department has to approve the renovation
plans," Nelson explained.
"All our meetings are public and the
public is invited to come. We want
[their] feedback," Nelson said.

Nelson also encourages the public to
voice their opinions concerning the new
marina during scheduled by-weekly
board meetings, llefore the final contracts are awarded to contractors.

mean they are getting a lower caliber of
learning, Stevenson said.
"While we aUow access to an education, it's not an easy ride once you get
here, " he said.
Hermann Conaway, dean of student
services, said that the open admissions
policy does not mean a cakewalk for
students, nor does it have an affect on
By Kathleen Misovic
employers hiring graduates.
"I don't think the open admissions
In 10 South Side Neighborhoods, an
policy makes a difference," he said. "I
average of295 per 100,000 blacks died
think that employers look at individual
of cancer in 1987, compared to the citystudents."
wide cancer death rate of212.
Conaway added that diplomas are not
1be high incidence of cancer among
just given away, they are earned.
blacks in Chicago the last few years
"Just because you admit a student
spari<ed a meeting of the National Black
doesn't mean you 're going to·graduate
Leadership Initiative on Cancer May 17
that student," he said.
at the Chicago Hilton and TowerS'.
However thefc: a;.., SOme who say that
"Blacks have the highest ~verall
a school's requirements for admission
• rates of cancer incidence and·rnortality
are important when hiring . ·
of any group in the United States," said
Bonnie Borgstrom, manager of perDt Clyde Phillips, Director of Cancer
sonnel at WGN radio said the school a
Prevention and Control for the Chicago
graduate attends affects her considerDepartment of Health.
ation for their employment.
"This high cancer death rate is not
"lbe department would prefer if you
due to genetic difference, but economic
took a test to attend a college. Southern
barriers which prevent low-income
Dlinois University [which has admisblacks from getting medical service, "
sion requirements] sends out excellent
added Dt Phillips, who is also Midwest
students, usually very·bright. lbey can
Regional Chairman for the Initiative.
go right in and start working," she said.
1be Initiative is a national networi< of
"Generally, students from schools
black health-care specialists, leaders
that do have admissions requirements
and clergy sponsored by the National
are likely to know more,,; Borgstrom
Cancer Institute (NCI).. Although the
added .
NCI initiated a $4.6 million program
last year to provide three South Side
health centers with cancer education
classes and low-cost cancer screenings,
-many community members have yet to
The grants w.JI encourage srudents to
study, instead of worrying about tuition take advantage of the program.
1be initiative is involved in getting
paymen~. he said.
Since the federal government has word out to the black community on the
been cutting back funds, Olino sees the treatment available at the Englewood,
Halman and Woodlawn health centers
grants as a compensating force.
"I do know students get frustrated which serve the I0 communities with
whe n costs go up so it's our way of say- the highest cancer death rate in the city.
These
communities
include:
ing, 'yes, costs do go up in the real
world but we do have a responsibility to Woodlawn, Greate r Grand Crossing,
Kenwood, Douglas , Oakland, Fuller
help as many as we can,' " Olino said.

Olino said. "In other words, if you go
on vacation and expect your brother,
mother or dad to follow through with
bringing the papers in to us before the
deadline, that's kind ofdifficult then because the students Jose control."
·'If 1t's important for a student, then
they should follow through on their own
to be sure that everything is in order,"
He added .

Blouin steps down
of the extraordinary amount of time I
devote to the Writing Center."
Blouin said she has spent "a number
of 12-hourdays" at the center.
"Especially on days I' ve had to attend a faculty seminar until nine at
nil(ht," she added.
"She established the Writing Center
a~ an institut ional

resource for both stu-

denL• and faculty, " Lya Dym Rosenbl um, vice preside nt a nd acadcrnil:

dean sa id .
"RoM: is a teache r in the best sense,"

Rosenhlum said.

recreation area for tile

There is aiS9 vacant land adjacent to
the fonner S-curve to be used in conjunction with the new marina in wruch
Edward Uhlir, Pari< District director of
design, hopes the project will be one
unified development.

owned by the Pari< District," Uhlir said.
A new beach will also be added due
to the marina's creation in addition to
fishing and sailboaJ and windsurfen
rental.
1be marina's anticipated completion
"The ideal development on the adja- date, according to Nelson, is some time
cent land will , of course, be a pari< in 1990 if the plans are approved soon.

5. Side's high rate of cancer
prompt.seducation program

Financial stress eased
Continued From Page 1

This site may offer needed space for boaters and a
community.

" Personally, I understand why she
wants to !leave! and I support it wholeheartedly," Klukoffsaid. " I think we' re
losing someone who has earned the respect of the college faculty and student;."
" I've been accessible," Blouin said.
" I sec my position as not having been an
administm tor, but someone students can

come and talk to."
" Her door is always OfX!n," tutor
Doug Holt said. "The person who
comes in!to replace Blouin! will have to

Continued From Page 1

Pari<, Grand Boulevard, Washington
Pari<, Englewood and West Englewood.

"Our goal in the Initiative is to cut the
nation's cancer death rate 50 percent by
the year 2000, " Lonnie C. Edwards,
Chicago Commissioner of Health said.
"In order to accomplish this goal , the
poverty stricken must be reached with
the message of healthy Jiving and early
cancer screening detection."
.

I

"

Blacks are at higher than average risk
for cancers of the lung, larynx, throat,
respiratory tract, bladder, kidney and
pancreas. Most of these cancers can be
prevented by avoiding tobacco and following a low-fat, high-fiber diet. Early
detection and prompt treatment can also

cure cancet
"Blacks tend to think of cancer as a
white person's disease and don' t sched-

Cancer
Warning
Signs
• A c hange in bowel/bladder
habits
• A sore that d oes not heal
• Unusual bleeding and
discharge
• A thic ke ning o r lump in the
breast or e lsewhere
• Indigestion or difficulty in
swallowing
• Obvious changes in a wart or
mole
• A nagging cough or
hoarse ness

ule c3ncer detection screenings, such u
mammograms, regul¢y," Dt Claudia
Baquet, Chief ofNCI's Special Populations Studies Branch said. "They'D often wait up to six months before goiiJ&
to a doctor to report rectal bleeding or a
lump in their breast."
"Blacks are very pessimistic about
cancer - they don't believe it's CUEable," Louis Sullivan, President; of
Morehouse!School of Medicine ·and a
member of NCI's National Cancer Advisory Board said. ~Afteqhey're eliasnosed, lhey will wait another year before going in for their i"lf'SI cancer tmllment."
.1n order to persuade blacks to seek
cancertreatment early, while the disease
is still curable, the Initiative has ~
duced several public service announcements which will air on television sooo.
lbe-.umouncements, which feature
black actresses Diahann Carol aDd
Marla Gibbs·, will inform viewers ofthe
seven cancer warning signs.
1be announce~nts ai.so provide
several tips for the prevention of cancer
including cutting down/quitting smoking and chewing tobacco, using alcobol
in moderation, following a diet high in
. fiber, such as pancakes and waffiea
made from whole-'grain flou~ a'YOidiD&
a diet high in fat by baking or broiiiDg
food instead of frying in butler aDd oil
and going for routine canoer screeniJI&s
such as pelvic and rectal examilllllioos
and mammograms.

For more information on canoer ~
vention and the address of a neaJby
health center, call the Chicago Department of Health at 744-8500.

However, Blouin will stay as a fulltime instructor in the English Department.

" My area of e xpertise in teaching
convince !the tutors] that he can keep writing was developed · in writing
the center going like Rose has."
classes. wori<ing with students who, for
" I wish us luck in finding a candidate whatever reason, lack solid writing
who will take her place well," Deann skills," Blouin said.
Schuler, another tutor said.
Blouin also said she did not wa nt to
cut back on her duties at the Writing
Cc~ tcr in order to manage other projects.
" I wouldn 't be satisfied with cutting
back hours ," she said . "Jlcing responsible to students means simply being
available."

" I'll be doing the most I can do to
address the problems of those students, " she said .
" I've really enjoyed this," Blouin
said . "The Writing Center is very challenging and especially rewarding. But I
want to get back to things I passionately
enjoy. And if 48 hours was included in a
day instead of 24, I'd probably stuy."

Rose Blouin
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Bookstore buying back some texts at half-price
By VICtoria Pierce
There is a method to the madnesa of

Jdlin& tmboob t.ck to the bookslo<e.
•rve got to need the book," Mike
Smilb, muap:r of Follctfs Columbia
Collqe ~said. """'buy t.ck
boob lhlt need to be ordered for fall."
If IOiliCOIIe owns cen typewri1en and
is offered aDOihet one, they·re noc going
to pey much for that tenlh rypewrite~
Assislanl ~Muriel Kelley said,
commentin& on the $1 buy back price
for Writing From Start to Finish by John

Schultz. The book will be used next
fall. but there is such an oversiOCk that II
doesn't need 10 be ordered Kelley ex·
plaiDed.
The bookslo<e is buying some text·
books back al half the original value
Smith' said. One expemive book being
used next fall is the Acx:ounring I text·
book by Fess he said.
" It hinges on what condition the
book is in," Smith said. Highlighting is
okay, but if the cover is torn off it's noc
worth as much, he said.
Some students are disgruntled at the
price given for textbooks.

" It srunk." Bonnie Deck~ a junior
Journalism studenl said. Decker said
the bookslore refused to take back a
book she bought for $26.95. "They
make it impossible to sell back your
books,- she said.
Daniel Adams. a senior Marketing
major said he sold back a book he had
bought new and was accused of stealing
it from anocher Sllldem. He said he
won't sell any books back this semester.
" I refuse 10 even buy new books
here," James Balodimas, a junior photngraphy major said. "Boolcs are outrageous here, sometimes twice the

Science, Journalism to
offer co-op program
By €assandra Smith
The Journalism and Science Departments of Columbia will offer a coopera-

tive program in Science Writing andReporting, beginning this fall according to
department oftkials.
The joint program, which is a three
cn:dithourcourse, will link writing and
reporting skills with scientifiC knowledge to meei the rising demand for writers able to handle technical information.
" Graduates of the program will fllld
an expanding IITIY of challenging,

Continued From Page 1
appointment will increase her job re- vice president of communications of the
.spoasibililies she'a "vel¥ excited about, CSU Alumni Couocil, executive secreit."
tary of CSU's President's Advisory
Lavery could noc be ~hed for com- Couocil, member of the State System
ment at presstime.
GalJ added that on other college cam-

puses it is fairly traditional to have the
two off'ICes working under the guidance
of one.
"""' felt merging the two departments under one leader would produce
greater n:sults in bolh areas, " he said.
Lavery has been diTCctor of university relations and development at California State University [CSU] at Hayward since 1983. He has also served as

Public Affairs Directors and a member
of the State System Task Fon:e on Development Programs and Computer Usage.
Lavery has also held positions at
""'tern Oregon State College in Monmouth, Oregon; Manketo State University in Mankcto, Minnesota; University
of Health Scieoces University of Oregon Health Scieoces University in Portland and Saint Joseph's College in Ressalaer, Indiana.

buying them back."
Smith DJso said the bookstore docsn't
make a killing on used books as many
students suspect. The standard profit
margin on all new and used books is 2S
pen:.,nt he said.

"What if it changes edition? When a
book changes edition, it's obsolete."
Smith said.

"We don't buy a book for three dollars and then tum around and sell it for
$24.9S the next semester." he said.

Not all students are upset by Foilen's
buy back policies. Theresa Roberts. a
Public Relations senior. said. "They

"The big thing is, we are here to
make moocy. bolh for Follen 's and Columbia College." Smith said.

Host an exchange student.

As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative
for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from another country into
your home and into your way of life.
Volunteer host families from all segments of American society
are being selected. If youtllike to be one of them, send for •
more information.
•
Help.bring the world together, one friendship at a time. 1

Students in the concentration will be
required to take a full36-credit program
of journalism courses as well, along
with 24 semester hours of science, in·
eluding labs, Science Department Zafrn
Lerman said.

Cal State

usuall) don't gi,·e much money for
[books). but they are preny good about

H~!P bring the world together.

well-paying job opporrunities open to
them," Journalism Chairman Nat Lehrman said.

" Students who complete the science
writing and reporting program will be
able to bring scientifiC knowledge and a
humane perspective 10 today 's most
critical issues," Lerman said.

amountasatotherbookslores." he saKI.
More books could be bought back if
the department's would platt orders
sooner. Smith said. He explaiocd that
even though he knows the Photogl1lphy
Department will use Photography by
Upton and Upton again. he won't buy
back any until he has the order in hand .
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TIME
TELEPHONE MARKETING
TIME INC.
NOW INTERVIEWING FOR
ORDER SERVICE REPS.
We're looking for:
Bright, alert, enthusiastic people
to take incoming magazine subscription orders by telephone. A
pleasant phone manner. Minumum
typing ability 25 wpm accurately.
CRT experience preferred.

*
*
*
*

We're offering:
$5.00 to start.
Begin training immediately.
Opportunity to work on CRT.
Close to public transportation.
Various full and part-time
shifts available.

:
:
:
:

For interview call:
348-2741
9:00am. - 4:00pm.
Mon - Fri
BEGINNING MONDAY APRIL 25TH

:
:
•

Time Telephone Marketing
990 W. Fullerton Av
Human Resources 3rd Fl.
Chicago, IL 60614
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Late school year
hinders employment
Columbia's academic calendar just might prevent a few graduates-and undergraduates, for that matter- from getting a job.
llleschool yearendsJune4 this yea~ a full three to four weeks after some other
colleges and universities.
Natunilly, the first people to graduate or fmish school will be the first ones in
tine for jobs.
Internships, too, could dry up before Columbia students can get a crack at
them. And with students from other colleges hitting the streets as soon as late
April or May, there's no wonde~
Perhaps the coUege should consider starting the school year in early Seplembe~
or even late August.
And if the college has considered it; now is the time to put it in action.
That way, s~ts can at least get a running start on job prospects and intern~
ship leads.
Of course, changing a school year in one feU swoop can cause problems. 11le
transition would be the hardest pan.
11le change in registration and fmancial aid deadlines alone will give students
apoplexy.
And if the change took place over the sunune~ an abbreviated vacationroughly 13 weeks for those who skip the summer sessions, compared to the customary 17 to 18 weeks-would make some students and pan-time faculty quit
their summer gigs before the usual time.
Studeots attending summer sessions would only get a three-week vacation, or
even two in the transition period to a calander that starts earlier than the present
one.
It could be a chore to persuade everyone involved in running the school to come
back to worlc early in the transition. They would probably get a shorter vacation
than the students who attended the summer sessions.
So it is understood that it isn't an easy proposition. And it would take a year or
more to worlc the bugs out of the system before trying it out.
But an earlier school year would be a valuable proposition in terms of the
benefit to the students. And ifa job is at stake, il could be a very valuable proposition indeed.

Columbia Chronicle
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, ll 60605
(312) 663-1600 ext. 343
Advisor
Editor·ln ·Ch ief
Managing Editor/News
Managing Editor/Features
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
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Advertising Manager
Advertising Representatives

Reporters:
Tanya Bey
Anne Marie Obiala
Kimberly Rachal
Letricia Riley

People supporting capital punishment will staunchly
stand by the eye-for-an-eye adage and look upon the life
support of dangerous offenders 'IS ridiculous.
Those opjJosing it will stand by their humanitarian ways
and say that the death penalty is hypocritical.
To those in the middle or flirting with both sides, there ·
mi~ht not be a clear answer.
Although the lives of mass murderers might serve as an
excuse to use the various forms of execution in the United
States, they are sometimes overused.
And sometimes is too often when human lives are involved. In Amnesty International's 1987 Report on the
Death Penalty in the United States, it is clearly ouUined that
the death sentence is racist and impulsive.

0

Les Brownlee
Penny Mateck
Lee Bey
Victoria Pierce
Matthew Kissane
Tom Holoubek
Rich Goodfriend
Paul Russel
Chuck Nichols
Marci Sirota
Vonnie Stroger

Cassandra Smith
Dena Smith
Susan Tengesdal
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The Columbia Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of
Columbia College. It is published weekly 21 times throughout the
school year and released every Monday.
Views expressed in this newspaper are not necessarily those of the
advisor or the college.
All opinions meant for publication should be sent to the Chron icle
in the form of a typewritten letter-to-th~itor.
·
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Death penalty discriminatory
as victims numbers increase
The death penalty issue has been debated since the de..
mise of lynch mobs. Such topics as abortion and censorship
will ~I ways be news whether it is legal ized or not.

0

0

\

More people live on death row in the American South
than in any other area of the world. Most of them are poor
blacks unable to afford personal lawyers or too uneducated
to realize their right of habeus corpus.
Many eases found past executions to be questionable. In
the ease of James Thrry Roach, who was a minor at the time
of his crime, a man's life had been terminated without the
basis of malicious inhumanity proven.
11le South Carolina criminal court sentenced Roach and
another minor to death for a rape. 11le second mioor's sentence was suspended to life because he testified as a wit-

ness.

Roach was diagnosed as mentally retarded (I.Q. 46)
while in prison and, within a year of his execution, it wu
revealed that a inan irt his early twenties supervised tbe
rape.
Roach was incapable of writing his fmal statement before falling to electrocution on January, 1986.
In the ease of Billy McCune, who received the same
penalty for a 1950 rape in Texas, a man succumbed,to nihilistic self-torture in his cell. McCu~ . a reclusive drifte~
was also retarded and may have been provoked to sexually
assault his victim.
Although the rape was the only crime he ever comtnitted, McCune castrated himself after being labelled "sexually depraved" and " psychotic" by redneck prison w~
dens.
Through the timely insistence ofjournalists and psychiatrists, McCune's sentence was suspended to life, although
the crime is still debated.
In a lot of cases, the form of execution is more inhumane
than the crimes.
A bill in the Indiana Legislature asks for its minimum
death penalty age of 10 to be raised. It is alsa the lowest
death penalty age in the nation.
On the other hand, the indisputable cases of John Gacy,
Richard Speck and Charles Manson are protected by their
states' illegaliZation of capital punishment.
11le exact answer to the inception of the death penalty
might elude even the deepest minds but its jurisdiCtion in
the states where it exists must be taken in better haJJ(!s.
Human lives are at stake.

letter to the editor
To The Editor:
I was very pleased to read in the May
16 issue of the Columbia Chronicle
about the face lift the school will be receiving this summer.
11le construction is a much needed
improvement. Recently I visited the
campus of Northwestern University
and was impressed by their extensive
and modern facilities. How I wished
Columbia possessed such luxury. But,
the difference is this: Northwestern has
outer beauty; Columbia has . inner
beauty. Not necessarily in the walls, but
in the quality of the class curriculum
and the independent, creative people
who make up the student body. I hope

the new construction will aruact more
students with artistic minds and aUow
those who already attend the school to
be proud and productive.
One point about the proposed construction that I felt was overlooked was
the desperate need for rpore ftlm editing
suites and another soundstage. For eve..
rything ftlm related that I do, I feel as if
I am on the floor of the Board of Thlde,
shouting to get what I need, I' m sure
every department feels cramped, therefore every corner should receive attention.
Aiiother inconvenience is ihat the
Dance Center is much too far from the
main campus, Dance students have to
travel all over the city just to get to their

classes. It is confusing enough tblt tbc
lith street building is six blocks &W8)
from the main building,
_
• I have seen' students who skip claa
because they don't want to tlavel the
distance to get to the buildings tblt
aren't t;lCBr the main building. Lazy m.y
be the word, but students oftal need
something to stinallate them.
This is why I am so l1liiCb in favor of
tbe fust steps in improving Columbil
College. I hope many good things ue eo
follow because, tbe hard workiJIIIIIII
and facility deserv~ a great~-

each week for reader com
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A fond farewell
II has been eight months, 11m.: days and n ossucs later and I can 't ~heve n·s
over;

ADOChc:r year of producing lhe Columbia Chronicle has come 10 an end .
l...ool<ing back, we began wilh a very small suff. uncertain what was to come
our way besides a larze woridoad and !lungs lhat were always needed )CI )es«:r·
day.
Coming off lhe best year in Chronicle history lhe year ~fore was goong 10 ~
hald to lOp. but I believe we gave il our best shol.
In my original editorial on !his very page last fall. I staled lhatlhe Chronocle was
a tree !hat branched out into all areas and levels of lhe instirution.
We've covered a variety of subjecls lhroughoullhe year. including lhe many
Columbia students who have been successful in lhe professoonal world and some
lhinp !hal hardly anybody wanled 10 lalk about like lhe problems wilhin the
Records Offoa:.
And I'm proud lo say after all has been saKI and done. we've lived up to the
expectations we Sella<! fall .
We' ve done our best IO serve you our readers arod 10 retain the respee1 " c'"e
gained along lhe way.
When limes gOI Iough and it would have been easier 10 walk away. our staff
pushed on by diving head firs! into assignment after assignmem.
This year contained also special first• for lhis surf.
We were lhe firs! everro publish a 20-page issue. the largest to date . on Decem~r 17, 1987.
We also prcoduced mon: is.-ues than any previous staff. And we wen: the onl)
Jlaffto have a hand in creating lhe new Chronicle newsroom and lhe firsllo enjoy
lhe new "digs."
Next year major changes will ~ implimemed in the Chronicle as those becoming involved will try to upgrade present systems.
Don 't ~ surprised if a slick-looking paper appears on lhe newsstands in the
fall. Check it out, because it'll ~ lhe Chronicle.
At !his time I would ~ remiM if I did n01 take a moment to !hank lhe many
people who have made lhe Chronicle lhe most special pan of my college life .
Th Editor Emerirus Sally Daly who had lhe failh and confodenee in me to rum
over a special pan of her life and help make it ~ pan of my own.
:Thanks to my staff and dedicated group of editors especially Geneva Bland.
Lee Bey and Victoria Pierce. It's been a long year but everyone has learned and
become better people for lhe time !hey 've spent at this newspapeL
Thour readers and advenisers. Thank you for your loyality and support lhrough
the more than 200 published pages of lhe Chronicle this yeaL
Th Executive V ice President Ben Gall and his colleagues, thanks for lhe beautiful new newsroom. It has brought our learning experience one step closer to lhe
real world.
Thanks to my family and friends who have put up wilh my erratic schedule for
the past nine monw.
Ioowhavea " real job" but only one forachangeandl will begin to catch upon
everything I've missed.
And last but certainly n011east, to Chronkle advisor Les Brownlee. He gave us
the <fponunity to learn1ii an~viroru\ieilt'free th,n{ interfere;fce yet full of guidance. He let us learn independe.itly yet picked tis up and dustOd us off when we
fell flat on our faces from a wrong decision. His hands-<~ff suppon enabled me to
arow in ways that would have never happened any olheL
ADd thanks to everyone else who have contribuled to lhe Chronicle in some
way.
I am proud to have served you lhe readers, lhe school and this newspaper.
This year will remain in my hean for a lon~t time to come.

Adieu, "St. Elsewhere"
Finl, wHW Sllcet Blues" called it quits.
1ben " Private Eye" p~~eked it in after one season. Then "Our World," one
of the best news retrospective programs eve~ slipped into lhe hereafteL

Now, NBC has pulled lhe plug on ailing "St. Elsewhere."
It's enough to make a man want to spend his nights reading, or somelhing.
Though it labored in near-secret for si.< seasons on NBC, "Elsewhere" was
oncoflhebest showsoflhe 1980s- sometimeseven a shade better than " Hill

The great job hunt is on
It's now lhat time of life. Time to find ajob,lhe culmination of years of hard work for lhe ol' sheepskin .
This is it. lhe CAREER, no mon: flipping burgers or
pumping gas. The interviews coming up an: lhe key IO your
furure .
Think of lhese lhings as you ride lhe elevator up to lhal
anonymous offoce in some downtown buildin,~t .
You probably won ' 1 ~ too nervous until you step off lhe
elevator. Then it will hit you-wave after wave of fear. But it
will paS$ momentarily as you lift your head and kick yourself
for ~ing human. You know you are just as good as any olher
interviewee that walks in lhe dooL
Your feet lead you lhrough lhat door to lhe front desk. You
confodently give your name; may~ it won't ~so bad.
The face ~hind lhe desk smiles and hands you a stack of
forms to fill out while you're waiting.
Siaing down sifting through lhe sheets you see an autobiographical history. Oh my God! How do !hey expeel me to
write lhis now?
. N OI to worry, lhe moment_has a rrived arod
are ushered
into THE OFFICE. The door shuts ~hind you, as you sit
acroM THE DESK wilh your entin: furure ~tween you and
THE FACE.

r?"

Why docs life have to be made of cvems like these'!
Arod of no surprise THE FACE tells you your work looks
good. but !hen: an: some people ahead of you . .
Zoning out. you stan thinking about how nice the weather
is outside. Mentally you get out of lhe chair arod are tmnsponed to lhe beach. You hear yourself answering arod asking
intelligent questions, but what dOC$ it n:ally matter'!
. .. CITY HALL. .. you hear THE FACE say and suddenly you snap back, remem~ring how important your
goals and dreams an:. and hoping your eyes weren't glazed
over.

Then it is all over arod you are taking lhe elevator back
down and stepping imo lhe bright sunshine of May in Chicago.
Amazingly enough, time did n01 starK! still for lhe hour
and a half your life was suspended.
You feel as if you've just taken lhal ftrst plunge into adulthood, disappoinled because !hey weren't falling all over

themselves to hin: you, but knowing all along they wouldn' t.
May~ next time.

Photo Poll
Is a Bachelor's Degree worth as much now
as it was 10 years ago?
Jennifer Lewis
Senior
Graphic Design
"No, it seems like more arod more people are needing higher degrees lhan a
Bachelor's to get lhe ~tter jobs."

Street."
The letting is conventional: a fading Boston Hospilal, understaffed and

bectic. There is life and dealh and all !he things in ~n .
• But lhe show also had strange piOI contrivances. Consider DL Wayne Fis-

cus, played by Howie Mandel, spending an episode in heaven after ~ing shot.
And there was a nude surgery scene this season.
It was probably lhe mos1 controversial low-raled show in history, netting a
lawsuit from a surgical association claiming the show depicled surgeons as
a&dterous law-breaking weirdos.
Humana Inc., a medical organization, ord=d lhe show to stop using "Ecumeoa" as the name oflhe heanless corporation that took over St. Eligius last
yea
And lhe show managed to poke fun of lhat.
"They can Sue us just because lhe name sounds similar?" one character said
loanOiher in one scene. It was an in-joke, said quickly, almost inaudibly. but it
was a dig at lhe Humana controversy.
~e.rs in a following scene. took down lhe Ecumena sign from lhe front of
this hospital. and dropped it, breaking it into small pieces.
Anocherdig? May~. St Elsewhere was a suange show lhat went against !he
mainsueam, even in lhe very last episodes. In fact. !hey pulled oul all stops.
wilb a plane crashing into lhe hospilal . symbolic of burning oi bridges by lhe
show's producers.
h "''aS quality. innovative te~vision. better than whiny nighttime soop opens, betlrrthao innane comedies. and definitely better than cable.
All that's left now is " Miami Vice" and rna~ " Tour of Duty." And C BS
CUI't mak up it's mind on what to do with " Frank s~...
Well, there'sonebrighcspotat least: ABC is bringing back " Columbo" next

--

By lee Bey

By Victoria Pierce

Shari Romar
Senior
Marketing
" llhink so, especially now. A Bachelor's is lhe equivalent to a high school
diploma 20 years ago. llhink you really
need it, unless you really luck out."
James Owens
Junior
Music
"II depends on what field you' re srudying. If you· n: studying music and plan
on teaching it can be wonh it. The education itsel f is a big ~nefit. bull don't
lhink lhe degn:e itself will make lhal
much doffen:nce : ·

Mochelle Bn:ger
Sophomore
Film/Video
" I doo ' tlhonk so. You can ·r do as much
with it . A fnend of mine os worlung as a
cab dnver right now. and he has a B.A.
in psychology."
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Projects are chosen for consideration
by a committee of attorneys, which
constitutes 70 or more members: 20 of
which are active, who sit down and
" think about on-going projects wonhy
of being further looked into," Bertagnolli said.

By Letricia Riley
One of Chicago's most identifiable
landmarks, Dearborn Station. 47 W.
Polk St., has been chosen for this year's
Excellence in Architectural Preservation award by the Chicago Bar Association's Architectural and Law Committee.
Chairperson Leslie Bertagnolli, also
a trademark attorney, said the award
will "demonstrate or call to lawyers, [in
panicular) that you can preserve an architecturaly significant building without putting a burden on the government
for funding."
The Dearborn Station had been
closed for II years before one of the
original architects. Herben McLaughlin in pannership with Ed Conner,
bought it for $ 1.2 million in 1985.
But. according to Bertagnolli. renovation cost McLaughlin and Conner an
estimated $ 16 million .
The outside is a dark red brick, accented by rust colored iron work . Soaring above the front entrance is the clock

"The attorneys are usually familiar
with such projects," she said, "and between us, wecancomeupwithabout 15
or so candidates."
Once the committee comes up with
the names of contenders, then the committee members are assigned to investi·
gate the history of the building and any
otherpeninent infonnation.
Once all the infonnation is gathered,
the contenders are narrowed down to
four. The ones assigned to those four
that are chosen, make a presentation before the entire committee and they vote.

lower.

Entering Dearborn Station, the odor
of fresh paint and wood stain fills the t.:!!.:;_..:..::=~-------'-=-=:.....---'--...:.:.:== "'='---~:...!
air. Looking between two precisely
1be remodeling of the Dearborn Stateion, 47 W. Polk St ., has caught the eye
painted and detailed wood suppon
of the Chicago Bar Association's Architectural and Law Committee.
columns, the bright clean atrium is
framed. Light streams through the skyvating it was one of the deciding factors
State Farm Insurance is one of the
light at the top of the arched ceiling to
in their propeny being voted in for the renters at the station, which houses
fall on the shite metal cafe tables where
architectural preservation award.
eight retail tenants and five offices such
customers read, converse and eat.
Privately funded with a successful as dental and medical.
The railroad station motif is apparent
commercial motive is another criterium
in the banners, which hang above the
for a building to be among the competiAccording to Building · Manager
second floor mezzanine displaying the
tors for the award .
Barri McDonough, all of the office
names of several railroad companies.
But, Dearborn Station management space has been leased. They are presThe risk factor in McLaughlin and plans to make a profit by renting out of- ently negotiating with a retailer, but
Conner buying the building and reno- fice and retail space.
management will not say whom.

The other criteria for determining the
award-winning project include the economic impact upon the neighborllood
surrounding the project and the degree
of architectural, cultural or historical
significance of the original structure,
building or district, and the extent to
which project conforms to the Secretary
of the Interior's Standanls for Historical
Preservation Project, according to the
award guidelines.

REACH
FOR THE
POWER.
TEACH.
No other professlon hos this .
power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to
woke up the world. Teachers_
hove thor power. Reach for II.
Teoch. For Information call

1-800-45-TEACH.

I]
Recruiting

Young Teachers, Inc.

American Heart
Association

v

Past winners include the Chicago
Hilton and Towers, the Sante Fe Building and Carson, Pirie Scon & Co.

"For the owners, it is a very nice recognition, " McDonough said, "for the
architects, it's great."
The owners were unable to be
reached for comment.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
'rOJR LIFE

IN.TODAY'S
JOB-MARKET
EMPLOYERS WANT
MORE THAN THE.
SAME OLD B.S.
l

College Night
at

Brought to you by:
WXRT&
Leinenkugels Beer

Free Admission
and
75¢ Leinenkugels
plus non-stop
electric dancing
w/college I.D.

Wednesday
June 1
9 pm
CLUilLAND
3145 W. Shcfn•·ld
C:hieago
at the llehnont " / ,"
You OIIIHI tH' 2 J

•

Every year, over a million new college graduates put
on their new blue suits and go job hunting.
All of them have degrees. Most of them have hearty
handshakes. But very few have what employers want
most - practical work experience.
That's why there's a nationwide program called
Cooperative Education. It allows students to alternate
studies at the college of their choice with paid, prnctical
work experience in the career of their choice.
So Co-op Education students graduate with more than
a degree. They have practical knowledge. And a
competitive advantage in today's crowded job market.
And that sure beats trying to B.S. yourwayinto a job.

CO•OP EducatiOn
when
earn degree.
You eam a future

you
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College's locale and access
c·ould be barrier for disabled
By Anne Marie Obiala

Larry Heinenwm's VIetnam perspective, "Paco's Story" won critical acct.lm ud a~ Fellowship.

Heinemann talks about
life after literary award
By Penny Mateck

t

The wlnner of the 1987 National
Book Awatd visited Columbia recently,
but it's not like be hasn't been here before.
Larry Heinemann returned to guest
leclllre in instructor Steve Bosak's English class May 17 more than two years
after leaving his position in the Writing
Department, which has since split into
the English and Fiction Departments.
. Speaking to about 10 students,
Heinemann spoke briefly of how John
Scbultz, chainnan of the Fiction DeJ*UIIeDI, helped hill! with his writing.
"~ess of what has gone on,
one of the things John Schultz taught~
W1S to go (all] &t imd' ~e the ehal-

Jenge.of wri~ ino~~ ~!If~'::!,·;.~
explained.
. -.
"I carne rrom-;:a bouse with no emphasis on education and when I got out
of the Army ( carne to Columbia with a
s10ry I was compelled to teU," he contiooed.
.
"People here helped me a lot but I
think I helped myself too," Heinemann
said ..
And help himself be did.
After graduating from Columbia
with honors, ijeinemann taught the
story workshop method of writing in
Scbultz's Writing Department from
Septembef !971 until the spring of 1986
when, due to conflicts with Schultz, he

.,.a.

'

He then stayed home and finished his
aecood book "Paco's Story," a story
about a veteran returning from Vietnam
llld .his coping with life afterwards. .
Heinemann began writing the book
in 1978.
'
"The srory really parallels some or
the worst times in my life," he said.
Heinemann's first book "Close
• Quarters," a Vietnam war novel, was
published in 1977.
•
"Often the second oovel will be
somewhat diminished in e nergy, length
and quality so I figured in writing " Poco's Story" I realiy had nothing to lose
because you'resupposed to tum in a df.
minisbed effort anyway," he explained.
"But I didn't wantto. That's why it took
so long. I wanted to get it right."
Four months after leaving Columbia,
Heinem:inn finished the book and set in
motion a literary trail that culminated in
November 1987.
The date was Monday, November 9,

1be cracks in the sidewalk on Harrison may be simple steps for many students going from the Michigan Avenue
building, but those small cracks make
for large steps for the school's disabled
students.
Joe Barrett is whei:Jchair bound and
that sidewalk is one of the worst~ to
maneuver. He wishes it could be made
smoother so be could get from the main
buildin2 to the Wabash buildin2 easiet
One of Columbia's advantages is its
accessibility to students thanks to public
transportation and the many parking garages. Overlooked, often, is the college's accessibility in and around campus for the disabled.
Barrett, a TV majo~ said most ofC<>Jumbia is ai:cessable including washrooms and the TV studio.
"Sometimes students ask if 1 need

hour to forty minutes before all the ele- ·
vators were clear and we were able to
get on."
Ron Stake, a teacher's assistant said,
" Everyone here treats Barrett the
same." Stake said the studio is the only
place "Barrett gets special treatment because the chair is moved for him.
Rosemary Monroy, a marketing student, is a member of the Mayor's Advisory Council for the Disabled. She said
she found the sidewalk by Columbia's
IIth Street lbeater so high that an ablebodied person might have difficulty
managing it, and a person in a wheelchair would fmd it virtually impossible.
She contacted the Access Committee
of the Mayor's Advisory Council ,
which works with the city's Department
of Streets and s.irutation, so they could
repair the curb.
Monroy said if a sidewalk, curb or
· alley presents a hindrance, the city
should check on it and repair it.
Monroy said she had a difficult time
with registration because of her recent
surgery and added, " I think if someone's in a wheelchair or on crutches,

help. Sometimes teachers ask," be said.
1987 and the event was the National
1be main building's elevators are kind
Book Awards.
of small, he added, but he gets to his
An underdog in a field of five, nomiclasses without problems.
nee Heinemann sat in his rented tuxedo
" You're supposed to work a camera
that includes moving around a lot," he
excited to just beat the $300-a-plate Naof his television classes. "So~ there would be a problem because [regsaid
tional Book Awards dinner in New
times they say, 'This one's not moving istration] is complicated and it's time
York's Pierre Hotel.
so you can use it,"' adding he'd like to ~nsuming."
But by the end of the evening, Heinedo more paruting and zooming in.
"I think if they had a little more help
mann had ~Jl:rome "the darling of the
whieh requires movements.
registering the disabled it would be bet·
literary set" according to the Chicago
Barrett said be isn't discriminated te~" she said. "I found out later from
Tribune by walking away wi.th the top
against by students or faculty and when Mr. Hermann Conaway [Dean of Stuhonot
he passes students who've never seen dent Services] that I can get help."
Heinemann told the students that
"something like that is not going to haphim"lbeyjustlook. They'recurious,"
Conaway said Columbia provides
pen again soon."
be said.
services for 10 to 12 disabled students
"People equate the media with pe<>- persemestet ~esaidtheremaybemore
"But now I'm having the time of my
life," be said. "To be flattered by somepie who move, who are mobile and they disabled at the school who don't ask for
thing like the National Book Awatd was
ove.rl<;><>k handicapped peo~le," Bar- special help. Services include notetakreaiiy_.nifty."
~tt s mstructor Ken Harris SOJd. ,
ers, braille translations, equal access
..,: An' additional surprise occurred that
Harris said~tt is oo different~ signers for the deaf or hearing imhis classllll\tes. At first, the class reac- paired.
nighi-wben it was announced be had
also won a Geuggenheim Fellowship.
lion was different, "But once they
Monroy feels the services offered for
That awatd consisted of "a great deal
found out that I would sit and joke with. the disabled are more personalized. She
of money" Heinemann said and will be
him and talk a~t him like I talk about asked for l)elp and Conaway has helped
everyone else,- 1t made the rest of the bymakingthingsmorecentrallylocated
used for the purpose of writing his Cl!i·
students feel comfortable," Harris said. for her so she doesn't have to keep g<>cago novel "Cooler By 1be Lake," beginning this Septembet
"I think everyone's just so used to ing_from one building to anotbet ·
1be ·day following the awards,
seeing him around campus that he's just
Accessibility to colleges and univerHeinemann went to his agent's office in
Joe. The other day when I was leaving sities to acconunodate the disabled has
New York and spent four hours on the
school I waited up here with him and it grown in the past 20 years. Legislators
phone talking to newspapers around the just really showed me how people will created the Restoration Act, ~hich eascountty.
not move off an elevato~" Harris said.
ily overrode President Reagan's veto,
" When I returned .home Thesday
"lbere were four people on an eleva- making the intentions of the Rehabilitanight, there were messages, calls abd , tot lbey would not let him on to the lion Act, law. 1be Supreme Court, in
telegrams," he said admitting spending
point where ! stepped on, said ' Excuse the Grove City CuUege v. Bell case in
the next two months either on the phone
me' and they moved out of the way and 1984, decided that a federally funded
he got on."
or answering mail.
,
program at a school could Jose funds if
In April he and his wife Edie traveled
"You know you'llmake room for one found discriminatory. Under the Rest<>to China by invitation of the Chinese
person but you won't make room for ration Act, the institution could lose its
gove~nt for a writer's conference in somebody who's handicapped," Harris federal funding.
Shanghai along with Harrison Salisbury
''When I firSt started, the rooms were
said in disbelief. "I waited with him and
of the New lbrlc Ttmes and ten other
we must have waited almost a half an imbalanced. The teachers' voices
prominent American writers.
"lbe trip was a real perk,·· be said.
Now more than six months late~
Heinemann is working on this third and
last Vietnam book about post traumatic
stress disorder which he said will be finished bv the end of the summer.
· "And somehow life is easier now,"
he said. " I feel I've been given a spec.ial
gift (the National Book Awatd] and I
know people who have worked just as
hard as I and they never got anything."
Recently, Heinemann found out
through a friend that an instructor in
Washington put " Paco 's Story " on his
required reading list bumping from it
"For Whom The Bells ThUs."
" I never thought I'd see that in my
lifetime," he said:

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KR.L A FRIENDSHIP.
U. S. Deportment of Tronsportation

r!.!)

echoed," Doug Holt, a hearing impaired Journalism student said. " I
wasn't doing assignments or I was d<>ing the wrong assignments."
"I moved up closer in the class and I
got the assignments. If I didn't understand, then I'd talk to the teacher on a
one-on-one basis ," Holt said.
Most teachers don't know he's hearing impaired because they can't see his
hearing aids he said.
1be Dlinois Environmental Barriers
Act states, "The integration of environmentally limited persons into the mainstream of society furthers the goals and
policies of this State to assure the right
of all persons to live and work as independently as possible and to panicipate
in the life of the conununity as fully as
possible." •
Often times people would like to help
a disabled person but feel the disabled
be insulted.·Tricia Fumett said she helps
disabled people but sometimes hesitates. "I would help but sometimes I
feel people take it as an insult if I rome
to help," she said.
Marco GianOOtti, who is blind, said
he needs people's help to fmd the correct room numbers on the first day of
school. "Everyope's helpful," Giannotti said , adding the Writing Center is
also helpful because he can get things
read to him and have things written out
for him.

"I haven't seen anything for the hearing impaired but I haven't gone out of
my way to find anything," Eric Peterson, a hearing impaired student said.
" Iff have questions I ask."
Peterson, a post graduate journalism
student said he reads lips and sits close
to the front of classrooms. He doesn't
have a problem with his disability ;t 1<>lumbia.
John Nash, a television production
major said be finds Columbia's facilities
adequate. "It's really no problem," he
said.
Sometimes people trip on his
crutches when he lays them down, but
he doesn't feel discriminated against by
faculty or students. ·
. Kim Lucatorto, a Columbia alumna,
works for the Source, a newspaper for
the disabled with a readership of over
70,000 in the Chicago area. "Things
are changing for people with disabilities
but not enough and not fast enough."
"There's no truly perfect solution because old buildings and new buildings
lack accommodations for the handicapped ," she said. "Columbia is less
accessible because it's in the city."

Our disaster relief reserves are gone. We need
your help. To raise at least
$20 million in emergency
To make sure our volunteers'
hands aren't tied' when
the next disaster strikes.

American Red eross
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Life after ."Laverne" brings
"Big" changes for Marshall .
By Tanya Bey
Wanting to be grown-up has its advantages and disadvantages, as Josh
Baskin finds out in " Big," a comedy
starring To m Hanks.
Josh is a 1:?-year-<!ld kid who goes to
a carnival and makes a wish at a wishing
machine to become an adult, hoping to
impress pretty Cynthia Benson, a 12year-<!ld girl.
Josh awakens the next morning a 35year-<~ld man, but with the ideas of a 12year-old.
He becomes frightened and tries to
go back ho me to explain to his mother
what happened but scares her away because she doesn't believe he's really her
son.
Josh later goes to his old school and
convinces his best friend Billy Kopecke
(Jared Rushton) that he really is Josh .
Billy the n promises to help Josh in
whatever way he can.
J osh becomes frighte ned by the
added responsibilities of adulthood and
its disadvantages.
As the movie progresses, Josh finds a

Penny Marshall has " Big" hopes t ha t her new mo vie will be a success.

job at McMillian Thys, whe"; he worics
as a compute r opcratot
Being his true self, a 12-year-<~ld, his
co-workers suddenly seem to think of
him as a weird guy.
,
According to Pe nny Marshall, director o f " Big," she enjoyed the script.

According to Marshall, producer
James Brooks helped to develop the
script for the movie.
BrookS, who produced " Broadcast
News," has also been involved in some
o f televisions best comedies, including
"Taxi" and "Cheers."

uThe tone for me was different,"

"I was attracted to the movie. because
I thought it was an excuse to tell a great
romance, and I thOught their storytelling was wonderful," Brooks said in a
recent press release.

M arshall said.
1be movie was delayed nine months
because Marshall waited for Hanks,
who was working o n another movie.

As for future plans, the to rrnerstarof
" Laverne & Shirley" isn't _quite sure
what she wants to do.

I need to be wanted in
life- P. Mars~all
Marshall explained why she didn't
use any special effects in the movie.
" I just don't know how to do that
stuff," Ma rshall said. " I'll take that
course next time."
As director of several movies Marshall said her primary need in life is to
be wanted. Director's for movies arealways wanted, she added.

" I have no desire to write, but I do
want to continue in the areas of directing," Marshall said.
She later mentio ned that Brooks was
not o nly a great produce~ but he .was
also very supportive to her as a director.
Marshall has also directed ·~Jumpin'
Jack Flash" and explains that with each
ftlm she directs, she leains more and
more.
" Big" is a great movie, especi3Jiy for
anyone who's ever been a kid.
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Place an ad in the
Colu~bi~ Chronicle today.
Call 663-1600 343
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2 for 1 drinks from the tap
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Great People

Ellie's Villa
422 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 939-0136
The new place to b€'
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Giordono'alunch size

~Stuffed Pizza. For when

youre long on appetite and
short on time.
Giordano's is ready to serve you for lunch. With our
lunch. With our lunch size Famous Stuffed Pizza, the
B•by Stuff«!.

Of course, we also serve Our regular size Famous Stuffed

Pizza for lunch. And if you're pmsed for time, you can
pre-order any pizza so it will be ~ady to serve when
you Jrnve.
Come to Giordano's for lunch. No one
can stuff as much into a
lunch hou r as we can.
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Restaurant

Sensational Food
Fine Wine & Great $pirits
The Fine Arts Building
412 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60605

•
•••
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•••
•
••

.
•
••

~
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312 939-7855
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner • After Theatre
Featuring spinach pie, souflaki, gyros,
·
athe nian salad; baklava, espresso & cappucciho

~ ~~~;~;~~~,P~~l~d~fze~~~iTh:~"!~e~~~!'it i;:~ou
bubbly-hot
a salad .

.n about the time it takes tout

But C•ordano\ Baby Stufftd •sn't th c only member of
our delicious family ot lunch 11ems . We h.wl' .1 tempt InK
arra y o f Famou~ Stuffed S.'lndw•c h~s. plus Krea t soups.
salads, put. dishes and dessnt!t

236 S. WABASH (At Jackson) 939-4646
OPEN DAILY II :00 AM TO MIDNIGHT
FRI. AND SAT. II :00 AM TO I AM
WE DELIVER 4 PM TO MIDNIGHT

Wllm· you'n•likely tosrt• star pafonurrs wit/rout buyiug a ticktl
1'12 b locks north of Columbia Coilege

••
•
•••
••
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Re·sponsible image should be
presented to athletes' public
I)

By Matthew Kissane
Is Dwight Gooden an example of a
great young athlete able to compete in
the New York limelight, or a drug rehabbie who spoils his income and sets a
bad example?
Is Pete Roseoneofthe greatest Jiving
baseball players or is he a hot-te mpered,
imspeetful jeri<?
Are Rod Strickland and Marcus Liberty scholars, or athletes?
These questions a re asked by everybody, from coaches to clergy. The answer depends on whethe r people view
them as athletes or role models.
People treat athletes differently than
other professionals. A business executive is judged on the quality of his work.
His illegitimate children , hot temper
and drug abuse are not even cons idered
by his critics,

3) What year was the first NCAA Basketball C hampionship telecast?
a) 1944

b) 1954
c) 1958

d) 1948
4) Which Cincinnati Red was called out for interfering with his own
bunt in the 1975 Wor ld Series?
a) Cesar Ger onimo
b) Ed Armbrister
c) Ken Griffey
d) Ken Henderson

TIIere is no doubt that spons is a socilitical region. The athletes are in a spotlight they cannot control,
Some of them, like Muhummad Ali
and Brian Bosworth, lap up every bit of
publicity they can get. Others, like
Gooden, downplay anything off the
Good, All-American family men,
like Walter Payton and Dale Murphy,
certainly want children to see their offf~eld' lives and c hildren benefit from
thai.

Marcus Libert y, s hown here in a 1986 high school game, must accept responsibility to remain a scholar/athlete.
The umpire made the first contact,
according to Rose, but as a grown man
he should be beyond retaliation. He
would be fired from his job if he was a
school teacher or corporate executive,

But Strickland and Gooden do not
kids to know about their private
Following the impulsive judgements
lives. Tiley would like a pre-teen baskelbell player to pretend to be them in Rose made during that confrontation, a
picl<;yp games, but their home and street player could easily threaten an umpire.
He oould even phys ically intimidate an
lives are unworthy of admirntion.
owner for more pay.
But if
man's private life is considered liy the public, others must be also.
A defensive lineman in the NFL can
If Dwight Gooden's statistics are publi- •
easily intimidate a referee. Those
cized, so should Ron Karlc:ovioe's.
hockey officials better look out the next
Tile subject was confronted in Jim
time they call a penalty on a 220-pound
Modelslci's "Speaking of Spons" talk
defenseman.
sbow on WCRX, In a broadcast from
the Holcin Cente~ May 25, students
Strickland and Liberty are indisputaim! their views and the opinions were
a ble candidates for the NBA, but obvidivene.
ously not prepared for college. Both
want

one

Tile issue is not whether athletes
sbould be role models, as WCRX
sportscaster Th>y Skinner noted, but
how they are perceived as role models.
An llhlete cannot help that he is being
viewed by analytical fans, although
many know that it comes with the job.
How an athlete shows himself in

front of the public is something he ~ust

prepare fo'

He cannot break societal
edUcs and expect to be cleared of that

reputation.
Pete Rose is the manager of the Cincinnati Reds, a man who must be a role
model for his players and fans. H is condUet on the field should be responsible
and he, broke that rul~ when he physically confronted ump1re Dave Pallone
on the field.

What is the trade deadline for t he NBA season?
a) January I
b) January 15
c) February 15
d) March 15

2) Which historical anniversary is Lar ry Bird's birthday?
a) Thanksgiving
h) The Ides of March
c) Bastille Day
d) Pearl Harbor Day

ety in itself, much like a religion or po-

fJeld.

Sports Trivia

must go through the ranks of amateur
ball to get to the NBA and college is
their only road.
If basketball had a minor league,
WCRX Spons Director Chris King
commented, ath.letes who are not inclined for academics wouldn't be taking
up classroom space for the sake of college athletics.
Schools, especially in places like
Bloomington, lnd,, Birmingham, Ala.
and Omaha, Neb., depend on athletics
and will continue to recruit good football and basketball players, Those players will be offered scholarships primarily for their athletic skills, so it is improbable that non-scholars will be kept
from those schools,

But it is clear that Liberty and Strickland are not prepared for college, yet
they deserve a ladder to the NBA. DePaul could easily have recruited a player
in Strickland's plaoe, but they chose to
pursue him. If Strickland was give n the
decision to join a minor league, as all
baseball players are, DePaul would not
have had to waste classroom spaoe on
him .
Drugs in athletics is another area that
involves their status as role models, A
c hild does not admire Wall Street stockbrokers, which gives them the freedom
to use drugs without threatening their
reputation,
Should athletes be given random
drug tests?
That depends how everybody is being tested, The leagues' defense of testing is that athletes hyped on drugs are
dangerous, But a runner who is hyped
up on the intensely crowded floor of the
board of trade is equally dangerous, Executives whose minds are sped up are
also dangerous,
·Athletes are tested because they are
celebrities. They are humiliated because people feed off celebrities' human mistakes,
Society forces athletes to be role
models and players have to accept that
role. It would be nice if they could be
brought down to the level of the common man, but human sociological patte rns were established in prehistory.
Athletes hold a role that older brothers a nd sisters, parents, school teache rs
and newspaper editors must hold.

5) Who was the flTSI Major League Baseball Players' Association rej)resentative?
a) Marvin Miller
b) J immy Hoffa
c) Gene Upshaw
d) Ken Landis

6) What is the tbeme song of the Harlem Globetrotters?
a) Geocgia on My Mind

b) Spanish Harlem
c) Sweet Geocgia Brown

d) It Ain' t H eU Up lo Harlem
7) Wbo was the flTSI player elected to baseball's Hall of Fame?

a)
_ b)
c)
d)

TyCobb
Babe Ruth
CapAmon
Honus Wagner

8) What business is George Steinbrenner involved with outside of baseball?
a) bootlegging

b) stockbroking
c) shipbuilding

d) insurance
9) How many dunks did the University of H ouston make in the 1983
NCAA Final?
a) 13
b) 10
c) 0

d) 1
10) What is the minimum weight of a men's discus?
a) 4 lbs, 6 1/2 oz.
b) 7 lbs. 3 oz.
c) 6 1bs.
d) 4 lbs, 8 oz,
I 11 How many time o uts can a professional hockey team call in a game?
a) one
b) two
c) three
d) four
12) How much money did Tim Raines say he spent on cocaine in 1982? ·
a) $100,000
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b) $40,000
c) $10,000
d) $4,000
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Diminishing baseball interest
threatens semi-pro teams

Locker Room lines
by
Matthew Kissane

By Matthew Kissane

It's the last week of school. This is the last page of the last Chronicle of the
1987-1988 school year.
.
During the year, we spanned such topics as the Bears, Blackhawks, Bulls,
Cubs and Sox. We did stories on DePaul, Loyola, and the Roosevelt basketball
.
team as well as their ~jor NCAA competition.
High schools, Special Olympics. major league volleyball, arena football
and amateur boxing received print.
.
My most profound regret is that we've never covered a Columbia College
spons team. Over the school yea~ I have spoken with some of th~ deans and
the director ofColumbia's physical education department and I realize we)lave
neither the funds nor the space.
Maybe in several years, as the student population expands, the school will
annex the Harrison and Congress HoteiS and the departments will develop into
separate colleges, Columbia University-Chicago will have some teams.
We've got to live with what we have now, but we don't have to let our cleats
and tank tops grow mold. We have plenty of space right across Michigan
Avenue and at the Lawson YMCA.
We have tight departn'lents with strong camaraderie. Judging from the few
intrnmural activities I have seen, including P.E. basketball games, racquetball
matches and a softball game that featured those people we usually see at the
front of our classrooms, on the other side of the tutoring desk, and in the closed
door offices at the front of each floor, we have plenty of potential for sweat.
I'm saying that college is more than a time to let your muscles stiffen and
your brain expand. It's more than a place for the employees to speak their
knowledge and not show what their bodies can do.
It's more than a time of life to realize that sports are for gut expanding
spectatorship.
There might be an excuse to elude organized competitive sports teams, but
there ·s no excuse for intramural involvement. We have some very good athletes and a lot ofgood spons minds (how can I forget you guys?) We also have
a lot of people who desire good fun.
I've heard the excuses. No time. Can't get a team organized. I don't care,
everybody's apathetic. Who's gonna provide the equipment? There's not
enough guys in our department.
Come on, we can do it. I can organize a good team from the Chronicle to
beat the department teams I have seen.
But people sit on their butts instead of putting them in the batter's box . I'm
sure that one of the dozens of people working in each department has a softball
and a few bats. We don't have to ask the school to provide the funds.
One game each week per department cannot possibly take that much time
from everybody's schedule.
There is a way we can combine the spons-minded people with the !'rt·
minded people and come up with a unique sport.
We should not let the overall athletic aptitude of Columbia, which is strong,
go to waste. Let's go into summer with a summer anitude.

Games such as fastpitcb, pinners,
stickball, running bases, "500," and
any game two people could make up
with a ball ~nd bat were once played
regularly in Chicago streets and parks.
There was a time when the average
child played some form of Linle
League and often spent his extrn restlessness on a game of fastpitch.
Having grown through a decade that
introduced Atari, skateboards and linle
league soccer, a lot ofl<ids are not familiar with the above list of games. The
result is a talent demise of upper-level
baseball, especially in Chicago's semipro leagues.
David Levin, 21, co-manages the
Northwest Knights, a semi-pro baseball
team in the Greater Chicago League.
He was one of those kids in 1978 waiting in line at park fieldhouses and
school buildings for a chance to play
fastpitch.
"We played all day, everyday," he
said. "I don't see that anymore."
Although major league baseball will
always have a talent pool, good young
catchers and pitchers are rare because
they don't offer a child the glamour of
other activities, Levin commented.
"Major league teams are grovelling
for pitchers," he said, citing the Cubs'
trade of Leon Durham for a class AAA
pitcher as an example of the position's
demand.
Levin, a 5'5" pitcher who didn't start
for his mediocre high school team, is an
example that talent and physical build
have less impact than the desire to practice and play competitive baseball.
"You can be tall , quick and able to
jump and be a good basketball player,"
Levin said. "You can be big and strong
and be a good football player, but you

\.

can be all of the above and be a lousy ous parks, obtains a home ~. adve.baseball player. You've just got to prac- ' tises for players and gets a spcliiiOt.
lice, practice, practice."
Although the players often cbaaae
Baseball is a slow sport that receives their office clothes irito their lioifonna
raps from people who prefer faster con- minutes before warm-u"', the fauscootact and higher agility and most young- sislof girlfriends, relatives IIIII( .,._.
sters don't have the concentration to de- by. Yet rnajot league scoub 8lleDd imvelop skills.
portant games. While tryouts an: held
"It's a slow game for a reason," every Feb'ruary and the fees mage
Lev.in said. "Pitchers don't wa.lk proximately $2200.
Levin has received responses from
around the mound for the heCk of it. I
up to 70 men.
can see how a kid can get frustrated."

ep:

The coaches look for fundamenial
"Seventy percent failure is considered good," he added. "There's a Jot of skills, such as the ability for a middle
failure and people have to live up to it. infielder to throw weU to fii'St on a double play or the responsibility for an outYou have to have the patience ofJnb."
fielder to cover his teiritory, acconling
to Levin.

Some players try
.out lacking basic
skills of the position

Although there was a time when anybody who had not played bigh school
baseball ·wouldn't even try out for a
competitive team, Levin said that some
players try out withoUt reaching the basic requirements for the position.

"The amoUnt of players is going
Levin founded the Knights four years down," he said. "If there are any good
ago with Scon Kase, a Columbia rac- players, they're probably plilying in
college."
·
quetball instructor. The team com"The semi-pro leagues will suffer,"
menced as a group of friends playing
he added. "Our league is four teams
out of Rogers Park and endured two
smaller this year."
'
miserable years before recruiting
The Knights are a solid ballclub this
through advertisements.
yea~ according to Levin, but he Cftldits :
The team currently plays in the
it with luck in recruiting.
Greater Chicago Baseball League and
"We went out and looked and we
the Winnemac Park Baseball Association, which compete under the level of were fortunateenough to get them," he
the Greater Dlinois Baseball League. said.
The Dlinois League has produced naLevin feels that the amount of semitional champion team~ and some major pro t~ will dwindle and the good
leaguers as Scon Sanderson, Jim Linde- t9"'5 will drift further from the quality
man and Ross Baumg¥ten.
of the lesser teams.
Levin, with co-manager Tom Barker,
"It's worth researching the decline of
represents his team at league meetings, the percentage of kids that play ani! try
keeps the players informed about out," he added. "It's up to the socioloschedule changes and directions to vari- gists to.explain it."

Dance Dept. a step short as English spells victory
By Matthew Kissane
A debate that has existed since the
first caveman made a mark on a cave
wall and jumped up and down was setUed on the north field of Margate Park
May20.
Two great American institutions, English and dance, faced off in a great
American sport, softball, to decide
whether movement really spoke louder
than words.

The rallying cry of the adage traced
through the mouths of the Dance Department to Kate Vaughan, but the English speakers showed which was indisputably the stronger language with a J09win.
Led by manager Tom Nawrocki,
catcher/general manager/god Phil
"Mudcat" Klukoff and first baseman
Paul "Vacuum Glove" Hoover, the
Magnificent Wabash 9 & Co. held off a
ninth inning rally to down th.e home
team.

Right hande~ Fred Gardaphe (1.0)
went the distance for the victory, while
Thtus' player/coach Bob Allen allowed
his ERA to balloon to 10.00 in the loss.
The English Department fielded the
father/son team ofcatcher Phil and right
fielder Seth Klukoff, and there were
other father/son combinations also.

Nawrocki attempted to pinch hit nonroster man Nathan Bailey for his father
George, only to have his infield hit
called back to have the elder Bailey bat.
Rico Gardaphe left the bullpen several times to pinch run and relieve his
dad , Fred. on the mound, but was also
called back for similar league rules. In
one Kissing Bandit-like ane'mpt to
pinch run, Rico threw his hat down in
disgust on the sideline after being
thrown out.
Nathan, 5, and Rico. 4 were allowed
to play an exhibition following the main
game .
The game was conceived two months
ago, when Klukoff challenged Shirley
Mordine to take her Dance Department's annual year-end game outside
studio walls.

Chronldeffom Holou~k

Nate, a walk-9n for the Engli~h Department, makes contact during an interdepartmental soflball game May 20.

In several tastefully vicious flyers,
the teams recruited players from their
respective departments for the May 20
challenge.
Klukoff urged his instructors, tutors,
hangers-on, significant others, etc., to

sharpen their cleats and the wage of
malt, hops and barley was set.
With possibly some influence from
another American instirution, Klukoff
also predicted that the stars were
aligned to insure a victory.
Mordine, taking on the pseudonym,
"Casey," delivered a flyer immediately
dispensing with all courtesies and wi~
the team fecetiously claiming to have
called Weiss Memorial Hospital, altering the emergency room to be prepard
to receive the oppositions broken
bodies.

"We wanted 'tO participate in some- thing other than the run- of-the-mill
things at school," Allen said. "Yk just
put a notice on the refrigerator' of [the
Dance Department] ""'\ people responded.''
The blood banle (Dance's third base.
man, AI Forde, played in a knee brace)
featured tight competition and outslanding defensive play for women and men
who spent the winter choreognphing
and writing.

By the game's end, which took the
The Departments responded enthusi- fmal out of the ninth inning for Dance to
astically, an unprecedented strike of . concede, the players' uru<Mi ~- rie fell into place as they actually said
motivation at Columbia.
"The faculty really got into it, " Klu- neutral-to-nice things to each other and
koff said in a post-game interview. "It's shared beers on the exhaust laden shores
of Marine Drive.
good fun."

English 10, Dance 9
ob

Doug Holt, SS
Jeff Pingree, LF
Paul Hoover, 18
Peter Turchi, 38
Fred Gardaphe, P
Nate,CF

Karen Roller, SC
Phil Klukoff, C
Melita,2B
Tony Marquez, 28
Seth Klukofl, RF
Tony DelValle
Cevtka

George Bailey
Totals

r

5 2
5 1
5 0
40 0

...

h. bl

4

4
2
2
3
2
1
1

4 2
4 0
4 1
4 1
1 0 0
3 1 2
4 2 3
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
46 10 24

2
2
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

8

Paula Frase, 28
AIForde, 3B
Michael McGinn, CF
A.J . Sutton, 1B
Bob Allen, P
Brian Haan, C
Jenny Grant, SC
Dan Weltner, LF
Carl Jeffries, RF
Brad Heinz, SS
Colleen Halloran. EH
Darlene Matos
Angelica Ranos

Totals

r

h

2

2

s s

1

2

2
0

3

3

0

4
3

1
1

0
3
1
1
2
1

3
1
0

4
4
4
3

3
3
3
4

2
2

o_
0
0
0
1
0

2

0
2

bl

0
1
1
0
0
0

0

1

0

>16 8'"21
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GW RBI - Holt DP.Engllsh, 3 Danca, 3 LOB-Engliall lO Dance, 9 28-Holt, Gardlpho, 2,
Forde, McGinn Hr·Holt, Pingree, McGinn
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